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Safeguarding Collections In Earthquake Country

Building envelope stabilized to prevent collapse (reinforced with structural shear trusses).

Shelving bolted to concrete floor of building with masonry anchors.

Fragile collections padded with inert foam to prevent object-to-object contact, minimizing movement.

Fragile boxed objects held on shelves with Seismic Shock Cord Restraints.

Seismic Shock Cord Restraints provide both lateral AND horizontal constraint.

Close up—aluminum grommet used to attach Seismic Shock Cord Restraint to existing library shelving provides easy release for access.

Seismic Shock Cord Restraint behavior with library books on shelving.

Sole source for Seismic Shock Cord Restraints:
jeremy@tribeoneoutdoors.com  http://www.tribeoneoutdoors.com

More Information: